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Abstract

Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) has been widely used due to its low cost and high precision. The deep

learning methods for ADS-B signal classification have achieved a high performance. However, recent studies have shown that

deep learning networks are very sensitive and vulnerable to small noise. We propose an ADS-B signal poisoning method

based on U-Net. This method can generate poisoned signals. We assign one of ADS-B signal classification networks as the

attacked network and another one as the protected network. When poisoned signals are fed into these two well-performed

classification networks, the poisoned signal will recognized incorrectly by the attacked network while classified correctly by the

protected network. We further propose an Attack-Protect-Similar loss to achieve “triple-win” in leading attacked network poor

performance, protected network well performance and the poisoned signals similar to unpoisoned signals. Experimental results

show attacked network classifies poisoned signals with a 1.55% classification accuracy, while the protected network classifies

rate is still maintained at 99.38%.
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Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) has been widely
used due to its low cost and high precision. The deep learning meth-
ods for ADS-B signal classification have achieved a high performance.
However, recent studies have shown that deep learning networks are
very sensitive and vulnerable to small noise. We propose an ADS-B
signal poisoning method based on U-Net. This method can generate
poisoned signals. We assign one of ADS-B signal classification net-
works as the attacked network and another one as the protected network.
When poisoned signals are fed into these two well-performed classifi-
cation networks, the poisoned signal will recognized incorrectly by the
attacked network while classified correctly by the protected network.
We further propose an Attack-Protect-Similar loss to achieve “triple-
win” in leading attacked network poor performance, protected network
well performance and the poisoned signals similar to unpoisoned sig-
nals. Experimental results show attacked network classifies poisoned
signals with a 1.55% classification accuracy, while the protected net-
work classifies rate is still maintained at 99.38%.

Introduction: Deep learning methods have achieved a considerable suc-
cess in ADS-B signal classification task. LA Yun et al. [1] created a
large-scale real-world radio signal dataset based on ADS-B signals.
Weng L et al. [2] proposed a DRN model to achieve high accuracy in
ADS-B signals classification. J. Robinson et al. [3] designed an aug-
mented dilated causal convolution module for raw I/Q data and achieved
an 85% accuracy for ADS-B signals classification without ID address.

However, some studies found that slight noise can cause deep neural
networks (DNNs) mistakes in classification task [4] because these meth-
ods are highly data-driven. Jiawei Su et al. [5] attacked natural images by
changing one pixel. The method was verified in the CIFAR-10 dataset
and successfully deceived three different network models and caused
70.97% mistakes on the test image classification. S. Moosavi-Dezfooli
et al. [6] proposed a Deepfool method to efficiently compute perturba-
tions which can fool deep networks. M. Sadeghi et al. [7] proposed an
adversarial attacks deep learning method on radio signal classification.

Inspired by data poisoning attacks [8], this letter proposes an ADS-B
signal poisoning method based on U-Net. Our method contains a U-Net
to generate poisoned signal. We assign one of ADS-B signal classifica-
tion networks as the attacked network and the other as the protected net-
work. When poisoned signals are fed into these two well-pretrained clas-
sification networks, the poisoned signal will classified incorrectly by the
attacked network while classified correctly by the protected network. We
further propose an Attack-Protect-Similar loss (APSL) to achieve ‘triple-
win’ in leading attacked network poor performance, protected network
well performance and the poisoned signals similar to unpoisoned sig-
nals. The contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

• To our knowledge, our method is the first deep learning work in
ADS-B signal poisoning task.

• The Attack-Protect-Similar loss we proposed can get ‘triple-win’ in
leading attacked network poor performance, protected network well
performance and poisoned signals similar to unpoisoned signals.

• Experimental results show the generated poisoned signals success-
fully cause attacked network poor performance and the protected
network good performance.

The ADS-B encoding format: ADS-B signal data type is shown in Fig.
1. ADS-B signal data is consist of in-phase component (I-way) and the
quadrature component (Q-way). The data type of the I/Q component is

I Q I Q I Q I Q ....

float32 float32

Fig 1 An illustration of I/Q component in ADS-B signal.

float 32. To ensure that the signal samples are abundant and balanced,
we divide 200 ∼ 600 signal samples into 40 categories. All samples are
stored as H5 format files.

Fig 2 Overall Architecture of our method. (a) The ADS-B poisoned sig-
nal generation module. (b) Classification discriminator module. (c) Attack-
Protect-Similar loss.

Overall Architecture: As shown in the Fig. 2, our method contains a
generator and two discriminators and an Attack-Protect-Similar loss.
The generator receives the unpoisoned signals and outputs the poi-
soned signals. Then, the classification discriminators classify the poi-
soned signals. To well train the generator, our Attack-Protect-Similar
loss receives the unpoisoned signals and two discriminator classifica-
tion results. Attack-Protect-Similar loss helps the generator to output
poisoned signals which cause attacked network poor performance, pro-
tected network well performance and poisoned signals similar to unpoi-
soned signals.

Fig 3 An illustration of the U-Net. Each grey box corresponds to a multi-
channel feature map. The number of channels is denoted on top of the box.
The x-y-size is provided at the lower left edge of the box. White boxes repre-
sent copied feature maps. The arrows denote the different operations.

U-Net for ADS-B Poisoned Signals generation: U-Net is widely used in
image segmentation task [9]. Therefore, we select U-Net as the network
of generator. As shown in the Fig. 3, the U-Net contains 4 downsampling
blocks and 4 upsampling blocks to maintain the input and output signal
same size. The convolution kernel sizes of U-Net are changed to fit the
2-dimensional signal input.
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Table 1. Comparison of classification accuracy on unpoisoned signals and on poisoned signals. Note that, classification accuracy of the
attacked network suffers a large decrease on unpoisoned signals, while classification accuracy of the protected network only suffers a little.

Generator Classification accuracy on unpoisoned signal Classification accuracy on poisoned signal Similar loss

U-Net
CNN(99.46%) CNN(98.53%)

0.2767
ResNet(99.23%) ResNet(8.04%)

Attacked network and protected network: The ADS-B signal classifica-
tion task has been widely studied and many deep learning based methods
[1–3] have achieved a good performance. We choose an ADS-B signal
classification method [2] based on CNN as the protected network and a
method [2] based on ResNet as attacked network. The attacked network
and protected network have been well trained and achieved a 99% accu-
racy on unpoisoned signal classification. The parameters of these two
network have been frozen after training. Thus, both attacked network
and protected network will keep the original structure and parameters
when our U-Net for generating poisoned signals is on training.

Attack-Protect-Similar Loss: Attack-Protect-Similar loss is proposed to
achieve ‘triple-win’ in leading attacked network poor performance, pro-
tected network well performance and the poisoned signals similar to
unpoisoned signals. Attack-Protect-Similar loss contains three parts:

1. Attack Loss: Attack loss (AL) leads the generator to output signals
which can not be classified correctly by the attacked network. The
worse the performance of the attacked network, the smaller the loss.
The AL function is as follows

𝐴𝐿 = −
𝐶∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖 log 𝑓𝑎 (𝑥𝑖 ) , (1)

where 𝑓𝑎 (𝑥𝑖 ) is output of attacked network, 𝑦𝑖 is label of signal
and 𝐶 represents the number of categories.

2. Protect Loss: Protect loss (PL) leads the generator to output signals
which can be classified correctly by the protect network. The better
the performance of the protect network, the smaller the loss. The PL
function is as follows:

𝑃𝐿 =

𝐶∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖 log 𝑓𝑝 (𝑥𝑖 ) , (2)

where 𝑓𝑝 (𝑥𝑖 ) is the output of protected network.
3. Similar Loss: Similar loss (SL) leads the generator to output the

poisoned signals similar to unpoisoned signals. The more similar
poisoned signals are to unpoisoned signals, the smaller the SL. The
SL function is as follows:

𝑆𝐿 =
1
𝑙

𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖 )2, (3)

where 𝑙 is the signal length, 𝑠𝑖 represents a unpoisoned signal, 𝑠𝑖
represents a poisoned signal.
Attack-Protect-Similar loss (APSL) is the final loss backward to the
generator. 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 are weights to balance the AL, PL and SL.

𝐴𝑃𝑆𝐿 = 𝛼𝐴𝐿 + 𝛽𝑃𝐿 + 𝛾𝑆𝐿, (4)

where 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 are adjustable weights.

Experimental results and analysis: In this section, we first trained dis-
criminators. Then, we trained the generator to output poisoned signals.
Finally, we evaluates the effectiveness of our poisoned signals and pre-
sented results in detail.

Discriminator parameter settings: The training and testing procedure
of the method is deployed on the Linux using the TensorFlow 1.0. The
model was trained and tested on the GPU of the RTX 1080Ti, supported
by the GPU acceleration library. We divided the whole dataset into two
non-overlapping parts including the training set (80% of the dataset) and
the validation set (20%). The epoch was set as 20.

(a) Attacked Network (b) Protected Network

Fig 4 Classification Accuracy and Loss on unpoisoned signal. Both CNN
and ResNet can perform well on unpoisoned signal classification.

Training of the Discriminator: We choose the ADS-B signal classifica-
tion methods [2] based on a CNN and a ResNet as discriminators.

As Fig. 4 shown, both CNN and ResNet achieved a classification
accuracy of over 99%. This shows that both our protected network and
attacked network for discriminator can achieve a good performance on
the unpoisoned signal. Afterwards we freeze the parameters of both net-
works, these parameters will not change during training the generator.

Generator parameter settings: The training and testing procedure of the
method is deployed on the Linux using the TensorFlow 1.0. The model
was trained and tested on the GPU of the RTX1080Ti, supported by the
GPU acceleration library. We divided the whole dataset into two non-
overlapping parts including the training set (80% of the dataset) and the
validation set (20%). The epoch was set as 20. We set 𝛼 as 35, 𝛽 as 5
and 𝛾.

Results: As Table 1 shown, poisoned signals generated by U-Net cause
a decrease from 99.23% to 8.04% on classification accuracy of the
attacked network and help protected network maintain a 98.53% of clas-
sification accuracy. That is because our method can lead attacked net-
work poor performance and protected network well performance. The
similar loss of poisoned signals and unpoisoned signals is only 0.2767.
The small similar loss shows the generated poisoned signals are very
similar to unpoisoned signals. This result proves that our method can
poison ADS-B signals by adding only a little noise.

Conclusion: In this letter, we propose an ADS-B signal poisoning
method based on U-Net. This method includes a generator, two discrim-
inators and an Attack-Protect-Similar loss. Experimental results show
poisoned signals can achieve ‘triple-win’ in leading attacked network
poor performance, protected network well performance and the poisoned
signals similar to unpoisoned signals.
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